
Flex-a-lite® Introduces Aluminum Radiator and Electric Fan Combo 
for Stock Engine and Hemi-swap ’07-’13 Jeep Wrangler  

● Direct-fit installation without any drilling
● Flex-a-fit® 2- row radiator has more cooling capacity
● All-aluminum design is stronger than stock
● Flex-a-lite® now makes radiator and fan combos for 40 years of Jeep applications

Las Vegas – Flex-a-lite® introduces their new direct-fit aluminum radiator and electric fan combinations 
for the ’07-’13 Jeep Wrangler, both with stock V-6 engines and the popular Hemi-engine swaps. With 
this new application, Flex-a-lite now makes radiator and fan combos for 40 years of Jeep CJs and 
Wranglers. 

Flex-a-lite’s JK radiator increases coolant capacity compared to stock, and the all-aluminum 
construction with extruded sidetanks is far stronger than the stock plastic and aluminum composite 
factory radiator. Two variations of the Flex-a-fit® radiator accommodate stock engines (water inlet and 
outlet in the original positions) or most common Hemi-engine swaps (inlet and outlet on the passenger 
side).  

The Flex-a-fit high-performance aluminum radiator is manufactured in the U.S., featuring a 2-row core, 
hand-welded to sidetanks with patented “T” channels to dissipate heat more efficiently. Sidetanks hold 
the weight of the radiator along the Flex-a-fit “T” channel rather than a single boss of aluminum for a 
more durable mount and allow for easy-bolt in installation with radiator mounting brackets provided. 

The aluminum radiator is available both with and without a Flex-a-lite electric fan. The 15-inch Black 
Magic Xtreme S-blade electric fan moves 3,300 cubic feet per minute (cfm) of airflow. The entire core 
surface of the radiator is covered with a sealed shroud design, and the fan comes mounted to the 
radiator from the factory.. 

The electric fan is operated by a Flex-a-lite Adjustable Thermostat Controller that lets you adjust the 
temperature at which the fan turns on between approximately 180 and 240 degrees Fahrenheit. The 
controller also includes terminals to activate the fan when the vehicle air conditioning is turned on, as 
well as cockpit manual override control for water crossings.  

Although modifications to the fan assembly will be necessary, the Flex-a-fit radiator can also be used 
with the original electric fan 

An optional transmission cooler kit comes with a Flex-a-lite Translife® cooler and the brackets required 
to mount the cooler to the Jeep without going through the radiator core. This transmission cooler kit will 
fit Jeep JKs with the Flex-a-lite radiator or with a factory radiator. 

http://www.carid.com/performance-engine-cooling.html
http://www.carid.com/flex-a-lite/


Part Numbers: 
52388 Radiator with electric fan - ’07-’13 Jeep Wrangler with stock engine 
52389 Radiator with electric fan - ’07-’13 Jeep Wrangler with Hemi-engine 
52308 Radiator only - ’07-’13 Jeep Wrangler with stock engine  
52309 Radiator only - ’07-’13 Jeep Wrangler with Hemi-engine 
4116JK Direct-fit transmission cooler kit for ’07-’13 Jeep Wrangler 

52389 Radiator with electric fan - ’07-’13 
Jeep Wrangler with Hemi-engine 

52308 Radiator only - ’07-’13 Jeep 
Wrangler with stock engine  

4116JK Direct-fit transmission cooler kit for ’07-’13 Jeep Wrangler 
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